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Boy Balancing Knowledge (above) by British-Nigerian artist Yinka Shonibare. PHOTO: YINKA 
SHONIBARE, STEPHEN FRIEDMAN GALLERY AND PEARL LAM GALLERIES 

Face-to-face with headless, caramel-coloured mannequins, posed mid-action and dressed in vivid 
Dutch wax-printed fabric - this dramatic encounter awaits visitors to the first show here by well 
known British-Nigerian artist Yinka Shonibare. 

The exhibition - which is organised by Pearl Lam Galleries in Gillman Barracks and runs from 
Thursday till March 13 - mirrors Shonibare's love for surrealism and the poetic. It also includes 
familiar motifs from his more than twodecades-long body of work, such as Dutch wax-printed 
cloth. 

The textile, inspired by Indonesian batik, has a history that stretches back to the 1800s, when it was 
made in the Netherlands and exported to Africa, where it has become a cultural symbol. 

The fabric is a signature element in Shonibare's work, which frequently explores the notion of 
identity through political and historical contexts, such as colonialism and globalisation. 
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